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The plasma-membrane Na /Ca  exchangers (NCXs) mediate Ca  extrusion/entry to dynamically shape Ca  signaling

in biological systems ranging from bacteria to humans. The NCX gene orthologs, isoforms, and their splice variants are

expressed in a tissue-specific manner and exhibit nearly 10 -fold differences in the transport rates and diverse regulatory

specificities to match the cell-specific requirements. About 280 residues are directly involved in the folding of Ca  binding

CBD1 and CBD2 domains that form a two-domain regulatory tandem (CBD12). The X-ray and NMR structures of the

CBD1, CBD2, and CBD12 domains reveal a β-immunoglobulin (Ig)-like folding, where two antiparallel β-sheets (with A-B-

E and D-C-F-G strands) form a seven-strand β-sandwich motif. The remarkable similarity between the folding structures

of CBD1 and CBD2 is evident since the overlay of the CBD1 and CBD2 crystal structures display nearly identical folding

with RMSD = 1.3 Å, although all the Ca  binding sites in both CBDs reside at the C-terminal ends of distal loops.

However, the striking difference between the CBDs is that the CBD1 domain contains four Ca  binding sites in all known

variants, whereas in the CBD2 domain, the splicing segment varies the number of Ca  binding sites from zero to three.

The challenge is to resolve the underlying structure-dynamic mechanisms that can explain how the Ca  interactions with

different variants of eukaryotic NCXs can result in positive, negative, and neutral responses. 
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; allosteric regulation ; regulatory diversity

1. Structure-Functional Specificities of High-Affinity Ca  Binding Sites at
CBD1

Structural studies and Ca -binding assays revealed that the CBD1 of eukaryotic NCX and CALX orthologs, isoforms, and

splice variants contain four Ca  binding sites (Ca1–Ca4). In contrast, the number of Ca  binding sites at CBD2 varies

from zero to three (CaI–CaIII) due to the alternating splicing segment at CBD2 . The four

Ca  binding sites of CBD1 are assembled in a parallelogram-like configuration. In contrast, pol coordination of Ca  ions

by the D500 and E451 residues allows one to concomitantly ligate two and three Ca  ions, respectively . This

structural organization of closely located Ca  binding sites (~4 Å) allows the Ca  binding to CBD1 with high

cooperativity, which is essential for activation of NCX under physiologically relevant conditions when cytosolic [Ca ]

undergoes relatively small changes . Notably, the C3 and C4 sites of CBD1 possess a high affinity for Ca

binding (K  ≈ 0.2–0.5 µM) , thus representing a primary allosteric sensor for Ca -dependent activation of mammalian

NCXs . Based on the sequence similarities, the CBD1 folding might be very similar in NCX1, NCX2, and NCX3.

Notably, the CBD1 crystal structure of CALX1.1  shows striking similarities to the CBD1 structure of NCX1 . The

common structural features of CBD1 are remarkable since, in contrast with full-size NCXs (which undergo activation upon

Ca  binding to CBD1), the Ca  binding to CBD1 of full-size CALX1.1 results in inhibition .

Although the K  values of Ca  binding to the high-affinity sites of CBD12 are comparable among the cardiac (ACDEF),

brain (AD), and kidney (BD) splice variants of NCX1, the Ca  dissociation rates from the high-affinity sites differ up to

200-fold . More specifically, the stopped-flow measurements have identified slow rates (0.02–3

s ) for the occluded Ca  dissociation from the high-affinity regulatory sites of CBD12 obtained from the different

isoform/splice variants of NCX and CALX. These slow Ca  off-rates correlate remarkably with slow inactivation kinetics of

full-size NCX variants, which were measured using patch-clamp techniques upon removal of the cytosolic Ca  

. Strikingly, the slow dissociation of regulatory Ca  can be observed only in the CBD12 constructs (the two-

domain tandem) but not in the isolated CBD1 or CBD2 ones—this means that specific synergistic interactions between

the two regulatory domains generate a slow dissociation of occluded Ca  . The structure-based mutational

analyses of CBD12-NCX1.4, CBD12-CALX1.1, and CBD12-CALX1.2 have shown that Ca  occlusion at the high-affinity

C3 and C4 sites of CBD1 results in the Ca -dependent tethering of CBDs through a hydrogen-bonding network 
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. Thus, slow dissociation of occluded Ca  (due to the Ca -driven driven tethering of CBDs) can couple

diverse regulatory phenotypes in NCX and CALX.

2. Varying Compositions of Exons Control the Affinity and Number of Ca
Sites at CBD2

In contrast with CBD1, the Ca  binding sites of CBD2 are ~5.5 Å apart, where K585 (a homolog to E454 in CBD1) forms

a salt bridge with D552 and E648 (in the absence of Ca ), thereby yielding a relatively more stable apo-CBD2 structure

. Cumulative data revealed that the mutually exclusive exons (A and B) control three positions (522, 578, and 585) in

CBD2 that predefine the number of Ca  binding sites at CBD2  (Figure 1B). The

addition of cassette exons (CDEF) to the splicing segment shapes the Ca  binding affinities at both the CBD1 and CBD2

domains and modulates the Ca  dissociation rates from high-affinity regulatory sites to control NCX responses to cell-

specific Ca  signaling/homeostasis . Notably, in NCX1, the B-exon variants contain Arg (instead of Asp

or Glu) and Cys (instead of Lys) at positions 578 and 585, respectively (Figure 1A,B); this prevents Ca  binding to CBD2

(e.g., in the kidney NCX1.3 variant). These structure-controlled arrangements significantly impact the regulatory capacity

since the B-exon-dependent prevention of Ca  binding to CBD2 aborts the Ca -dependent alleviation of Na -induced

inactivation. In the CBD2 of NCX2 (no splice variants), the replacement of D552 by histidine eliminates the CaII site while

dramatically reducing the Ca  affinity at the CaI site (K  ≈ 100 µM) . However, in the absence of Na -induced

inactivation of NCX2, the effect of potential Ca  binding to CBD2 cannot be tested. In NCX3, B-exon replaces K585 with

Glu to generate three Ca  binding sites at CBD2, whereas K585 in the A-exon of NCX3 prevents Ca  binding to CBD2

(since K585 interactions with E516, D522, D578, and D578 preclude Ca  binding) (Figure 1B).

Figure 1. Structural basis of exon-dependent regulatory diversity in eukaryotic NCX variants. (A) Experimentally obtained

NMR structures of CBD1 (2FWS), CBD2-AD (2FWU), and CBD2-BD (2KLT) of NCX1 were superimposed on the template

of NCX1-CBD12 crystal structure (PBD 3US9) to demonstrate the structural positions of mutually exclusive (A or B) and

cassette (CDEF) exons at CBD2. (B) The crystal structure of NCX1-CBD2-AD (PDB 2QVM) shows that K585 forms a salt

bridge with D552 and E648 in the absence of Ca  (thereby stabilizing apo-CBD2), whereas in the presence of Ca , two

Ca  binding sites (CaI and CaII) can be occupied by Ca . Different residues at the three key positions (522, 578, and

585) can predefine the number of Ca  binding sites at CBD2 in an exon-dependent manner. For example, in NCX1, exon

B variants contain Arg (instead of Asp or Glu) and Cys (instead of Lys) at positions 578 and 585, respectively, which

presents Ca  binding to CaI of NCX1-CBD2, thereby destabilizing the CBD2 folding. In contrast, the A-exon containing

variants of NCX1 retain its structural integrity even in the absence of Ca  since K585 can form salt bridges with

neighboring negatively charged residues (E516, D522, D578, and D578). In NCX2-CBD2 (which lacks splice variants), the

substitution of D552 by histidine eliminates the CaII site while reducing the Ca  affinity at CaI. In NCX3, B-exon K585 is

substituted by glutamate, generating three Ca  binding sites at CBD2. In contrast, the A-exon containing NCX3 variant

has K585, which prevents Ca  binding to CBD2 (since K585 can form strong interactions with E516, D522, D578, and

D578 in the absence of Ca ). (C) Topological location of the regulatory CBD1 and CBD2 domains with regarding the

autoinhibitory (XIP) and palmitoylation (PAL) domains. The ion-transporting helices (TM2, TM3, TM7, and TM8) are in

blue. The sliding cluster (the TM1/TM6 bundle) is in green. The image of the regulatory two-domain tandem (CBD12) is

presented according to the crystal structure of CBD12-NCX1.4 (PBD 3US9). (D) The Ca  binding sites of CBD1 (shown

in blue circles) have a comparable affinity (K  ≈ 0.3 µM) among NCX isoform/splice variants. In contrast, the K  values of
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the Ca  binding sites of CBD2 (shown in green circles) vary from 5 µM to 100 µM. Thus, the exon-dependent structural

variances control the number of Ca  binding sites (from zero to three) at CBD2 and the Ca  binding affinity.

Like mammalian NCXs, CALX1 also undergoes alternative splicing at CBD2, although the splicing segments of CALX1.1

and CALX1.2 are much shorter and differ from each other by only five residues . Structural studies have shown that

these five residues in CALX1-CBD2 are located within an FG-loop between the H1 α-helix and the β-strand, similar to the

cassette exons’ (C, D, E, and F) positions that appear in mammalian NCXs . Notably, the CBD2 domain of the CALX1

splice variants does not bind Ca .

3. The CBD1-CBD2 Linker and Dynamic Coupling of Ca -Dependent
Tethering of CBDs

Comprehensive analysis of mutants using stopped-flow assays revealed that a short interdomain linker (501-HAGIFT-506)

connecting the two CBDs is essential for structure-based regulatory coupling . Notably, the interdomain CBD1-CBD2

linker is highly conserved among all known NCX and CALX variants. The CBD12 structural crystal structures of the

NCX1.4, CALX1.1, and CALX1.2 underscore the crucial role of the CBD1-CBD2 linker in the Ca -dependent tethering of

the CBD1 and CBD2 domains . Genetically encoded elongation of the CBD1-CBD2 linker accelerates (up to 50-fold)

the occluded Ca  off-rates and decreases the affinity of Ca  binding (up to 10-fold) at the high-affinity Ca3-Ca4 sites of

CBD12, either in NCX or CALX . Mutational analysis revealed that G503 is the only residue

in the linker whose mutation abolishes the slow dissociation of occluded Ca  and alters the interdomain movements of

CBDs . Moreover, the crystal structures of NCX1-CBD12 and CALX-CBD12 indicate that the dihedral φ/ψ angles at

position 503 are only allowed for the glycine residue  (any other residue at this position in the linker would result in a

steric clash of protein folding). Functional analyses of full-size NCX and CALX have shown that mutations of either G503

in NCX1.1 or analogous G555 in CALX1.1 abort the Ca -dependent regulation of NCX ion currents . Thus,

the highly conserved CBD1-CBD2 linker controls the Ca -dependent interdomain tethering/coupling of CBDs in NCX and

CALX.

4. The Structure of the Two-Domain Interface Predefines the Dynamic
Coupling of CBDs

The discovery of the two-domain tandem (CBD12) crystal structures  provided a basis for elucidating the structure-

dynamic determinants that predefine positive, negative, and no response to regulatory Ca  in NCX and CALX variants.

The X-ray structures of the brain NCX1-CBD12-AD, CALX1.1-CBD12, and CALX1.2-CBD12 variants depict a relatively

small contact area (~360 Å ) between the CBD1 and CBD2. Notably, the Ca  coordination chemistry is very similar in

isolated CBD1, CBD2, and CBD12 domains, derived from either NCX or CALX orthologs. However, a few structural

differences have a primary mechanistic significance , as specified below. Namely, E385 only coordinates Ca3 in

isolated CBD1, whereas this residue contributes to Ca  ligation at the Ca2, Ca3, and Ca4 sites in the CBD12 of NCX1-

AD, CALX1.1, or CALX1.2. The most important structural difference between the isolated CBD1 and CBD12 is that D499

forms bidentate coordination with Ca4 in CBD12 in contrast with monodentate coordination in isolated CBD1. The

significance of these structural arrangements is that they may predefine the structural stability of Ca -dependent

tethering of CBDs in NCX and CALX .

In general, the crystal structures of NCX1-CBD12 and CALX1-CBD12 revealed three regions (assigned as the hydrophilic,

hydrophobic, and loop/α-helix arrays), which involve over 20 residues . The hydrophilic region includes a pivotal

electrostatic network centered at R532 in CBD2, where R532 forms a bifurcated network of salt bridges with D499 and

D500 in CBD1 and D565 in CBD2 once Ca3-Ca4 become occupied by Ca  . Notably, this Ca -related tethering

(through D499 and D500) contributes to two Ca  coordination at Ca3-Ca4 while concomitantly stabilizing the CBD

interface (Figure 2). Thus, this highly conserved network of salt bridges acts as a major linchpin that holds the two CBDs

together upon Ca  occlusion at the two-domain interface. The Ca -dependent rigidification of the two-domain interface is

further supported by SAXS and HDX-MS analyses of isolated CBD12 variants . Thus, the coupling of

Ca  occlusion with CBD tethering represents a unifying mechanism for interdomain coupling, where the structure-

dynamic stability (rigidity) of the interdomain realm can be gradually modulated by varying composition of exons 
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Figure 2. The interface structures of the two-domain CBD12 tandem in the NCX and CALX orthologs. Carton presentation

of NCX1-CBD12-AD (PDB 3US9) and CALX1.1-CBD12 (PDB 3RB5) and CALX1.2 (PDB 3RB7) crystal structures depict

highly conserved residues participating in the network of interdomain salt bridges. Green balls indicate the Ca  binding

sites at the interface of NCX1-CBD12-AD, CALX1.1-CBD12, and CALX1.2-CBD12. The blue ball in NCX1-CBD12 refers

to the Ca  binding site that cannot be resolved in the PDB 3US9 crystal structure, although the position of this Ca

binding site is nearly identical to the Ca  binding site of CALX1.1-CBD12 (PDB 3RB5) and CALX1.2 (PDB 3RB7) as

revealed by these crystal structures. The Ca  occlusion occurs at the high-affinity binding sites (Ca3-Ca4) of CBD1 in all

three proteins (shown in the red-dotted cycle). Although the interdomain salt-bridge structures are highly conserved

among NCX and CALX variants, a striking difference between the NCX and CALX variants occurs in the structural

organization of the FG-loop α-helix at CBD2. More specifically, the CALX1.1-CBD12 and CALX1.2-CBD12 variants have a

two-headed (H1 and H2) short-helix structure, which situates nearly perpendicularly to the β-sheet plane of CBD2. In

contrast, the α-helix of NCX1-CBD12 is longer, while adopting a straight configuration. These structural disparities in the

α-helix folding (in conjunction with variations in exon composition) can predefine the dynamic features of CBDs

movements and, thus, the regulatory specificities of a given ortholog/isoform/splice variant. Thus, the structure-encoded

dynamic distinctions of relevant structural elements may predefine (at least partially) the characteristic responses of full-

size NCX and CALX variants to regulatory Ca .

The hydrophobic region at the two-domain interface contains residues that locate on the Ca -binding EF loop of CBD1,

the interdomain linker, and the FG loop of CBD2. The crucial point is that F450 interacts with H501, I628, A629, M631,

and G632 (through van der Waals interactions) to form a tightly packed hydrophobic core . Notably, these residues are

inaccessible to the bulk phase, so even minute structural changes within this tightly packed hydrophobic core can

significantly affect the dynamic features of interdomain motions. For example, the Ca -dependent interaction of F450 with

H501 may limit the flexibility of the interdomain linker. Moreover, neighboring interactions between the CD and EF loops of

CBD1 and the FG-loop of CBD2 (including the splicing segment) can modulate the Ca  binding affinity to the Ca3-Ca4

sites of CBD1. Since the FG-loop of CBD2 is unstructured (except for a short α-helix region at the C-terminus of the FG-

loop), it is reasonable to assume that the side chains of a canonical α-helix impact the structure-dynamic features of the

two-domain interface . Notably, the FG-loop of CALX1-CBD12 forms a two-headed short helix structure (H1 and H2),

upright to the β-sheets . This structural organization of CALX-CBD12 is strikingly different from the matching helix

structure of NCX1-CBD12-AD  (Figure 2).

The α-helix region (belonging to the FG-loop of CBD2) is very close to the CBD1-CBD2 linker and the Ca3-Ca4 sites of

CBD1 (either in NCX or CALX), thereby suggesting that the relevant interactions may affect the Ca  access to high-

affinity binding sites of CBD1. The two-headed short helices (H1 and H2) of CALX can more effectively stabilize the

interdomain linker and CBD2 folding as compared with mammalian NCX variants, having a straight and longer α-helix at

the matching position. These “minute” differences between NCX1 and CALX1 in the structural organization of the FG-loop

α-helix can differently affect the rigidity of the interdomain linker and CBD2 folding .

5. Dynamic Features Might Predefine the Opposing Responses of NCX
and CALX to Regulatory Ca

Based on the crystal structures of Ca -bound CALX1.1-CBD12 and CALX1.2-CBD12, it was suggested that slight

differences in the interdomain angle (~8º) between the CBD1 and CBD2 domains determine different responses to

regulatory Ca  in full-size CALX1.1 and CALX1.2 variants . However, the crystal structure of NCX1-CBD12

demonstrated that the interdomain angle of Ca -bound CBD12 is nearly identical for NCX1-CBD12-AD (117.4°) and

CALX1.1-CBD12 (117.7°), which means that the fixed-angle alignment of CBDs cannot account for Ca -dependent
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activation (NCXs) and inhibition (CALX1.1) . Cumulative data obtained by NMR , SAXS , and

HDX-MS  reveal a common model for Ca -dependent activation of mammalian NCXs. According to this

unifying mechanism, the Ca -dependent activation of mammalian NCXs involves the Ca -dependent tethering of two

CBDs (due to the Ca  occlusion), which restricts the interdomain movements of CBDs to keep mammalian NCX active.

Subsequently, a slow dissociation of occluded Ca  leads to NCX inactivation, where the time scale of NCX activation

depends on the kinetics of the occluded Ca  dissociation. Even though the interdomain network of R532, D499, and

D500 residues is a common structural module for the Ca  occlusion and subsequent tethering of CBDs either in NCX or

CALX (Figure 2), the structure-dynamic stability of the two-domain tethering may predefine the regulatory outcomes of

the Ca -dependent regulation in distinct variants. The emerging working hypothesis is that the structure-dynamic stability

of the two-domain tethering might differ among NCX and CALX variants since effects of the two-domain interface, the

CBD1-CBD2 linker, and varying compositions of exons characteristically differ among NCX and CALX variants 

. For example, it is reasonable to assume that the two-domain tethering is less stable in CALX than in NCX since the

off-rates of the occluded Ca  are much faster in CALXs (3–12 s ) than in NCXs (0.03–0.5 s ) .

How these dynamic differences in the Ca  tethering could be related to translational and rotational movements of CBDs,

remains to be resolved (see below).

6. Population Shift Mechanism Can Account for Opposite Responses to
Regulatory Ca

The analyses of CALX1.1-CBD12, CALX1.2-CBD12, NCX1-CBD12, NCX2-CBD12, and NCX3-CBD12 by SAXS have

shown that the occupation of the Ca3-Ca4 sites by Ca  shifts the fractional distribution of conformational states toward a

more constrained population . These findings revealed that the Ca  binding rigidifies the interdomain

movements of CBDs, where the average distance between the CBD1 and CBD2 (as well as their alignment) remains

unaffected. These findings are consistent with the population shift mechanism, according to which the ligand (Ca )

binding to a given protein does not generate new conformational states; instead, the ion binding shifts a predominant

population of unstable conformational states to a new population of more stable conformational states 

. Thus, upon Ca  binding, the fraction of more rigid (constrained) conformational states becomes dominant at

dynamic equilibrium. The unique feature of the population shift mechanism is that it avoids large conformational

transitions requiring sizable free energy changes . The advantage of the population shift mechanism versus the

induced fit mechanism (an alternative mechanism to the population shift mechanism) is that the induced fit can operate

under one of two scenarios: when ligand (ion) concentrations are very high or when the protein has a very high affinity for

ligand binding . Neither of these conditions fits the Ca -dependent regulation of NCXs since the quick

and effective response of tissue-specific NCX variants is required to match the Ca -dependent events that occur from the

millisecond time range to minutes and hours .

Consistent with the population shift mechanism, NMR analysis revealed that Ca  binding to the Ca3–Ca4 sites of NCX1-

CBD12 or CALX-CBD12 restricts the linkers’ flexibility and interdomain movements of CBDs . These data are

consistent with the SAXS and HDX-MS findings, revealing that Ca  occlusion at Ca3-Ca4 of NCX and CALX rigidifies the

backbone dynamics of the two-domain interface, which is coupled with CBD tethering through Ca  occlusion 

. Interestingly, the global structural parameters of CBDs (e.g., the maximal interdomain distance and the

radius of gyration) are similar in the apo- and the Ca -bound forms in all tested variants (the NCX1.4-CBD12, CALX1.1-

CBD12, and CALX 1.2-CBD12 variants), although the Ca  binding narrows and shifts the population of conformational

states under a dynamic equilibrium . Although NCX1.4-CBD12, CALX1.1-CBD12, and CALX 1.2-CBD12 show striking

similarities in Ca -dependent tethering , the stability of this network is diverged by the two-domain interphase and

varying exon compositions .

7. Allosteric Signal Transfer from CBD1 to CBD2 May Modulate the
TM1/TM6 Sliding

The HDX-MS analyses of CBD12 preparations revealed that the Ca -dependent tethering of CBDs rigidifies the CBD

interface in NCX and CALX . However, the strength and spread of the Ca -dependent rigidification

characteristically differs in NCX1-CBD12 (AD), NCX2-CBD12, NCX3-CBD12 (BC), and CALX1.1. These differences in the

backbone rigidification are especially prominent when comparing NCX and CALX variants. In NCX1-CBD12-AD, the Ca

binding to CBD1 rigidifies the backbone from the Ca3–Ca4 sites of CBD1 up to the C-terminal tip of CBD2 (Figure 3).

This allosteric pathway covers a distance of ~50 Å, which also embraces the CBD2 α-helix, including the splicing

segment. Notably, the mutation of F450 (a central residue with the hydrophobic core of the two-domain interface) aborts

the propagation of the Ca -dependent rigidification of CBD2. Thus, the F450-dependent stabilization of the CBD1-CBD2
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linker is essential for transferring the allosteric massage from CBD1 to CBD2. In CALX1.1-CBD12 the propagation of the

Ca -dependent rigidification of the backbone also begins from the Ca3-Ca4 sites. However, the rigidification occurs in a

very short distance that stops at the CBD2 α-helix . The NMR  analyses  provided

consistent and complementary information on the relevant issues. According to a fundamental paradigm, two domains

connected through a short interdomain linker (as occurs in CBD12) might undergo transitional and rotational movements

(Figure 3C,D). The output of transitional and rotational movements could be characteristically different among NCX and

CALX variants. In mammalian NCXs, the allosteric signal propagates from the C-terminal tip of CBD1 to the C-terminal

CBD2 tip. The splicing segment can specifically shape a relationship between the translational and rotational movements

in a given isoform/splice variant, thereby yielding distinct regulatory profiles. In CALX, the unstable tethering of CBDs and

folding stability of CBD2 modulate the translational and rotational movements in such a way that this leads either to

inhibition or no response to regulatory Ca . The resolution of the underlying mechanisms is essential since the C-terminal

of CBD2 links to TM6, meaning that the different allosteric pathways may affect the sliding of the TM1/TM6 bundle (Figure
3A,B). These structural arrangements may provide a basis for a cross-talk between the CBDs and transport domains

either in NCX or CALX proteins. The analyses of nanodisc-reconstituted NCX and CALX using the Cryo-EM and HDX-MS

techniques may provide crucial information on the positive, negative, and no responses to Ca .

Figure 3. Structural elements that contribute to the propagation and integration of allosteric signals. (A) The occupation of

the Ca3-Ca4 sites by Ca  rigidifies the backbone dynamics at the two-domain interface of CBDs. The allosteric signal

propagation from the C-terminal tip of CBD1 to the C-terminal end of CBD2 (shown in a solid red arrow) is under the

control of the splicing segment at CBD2 and the two-domain interface. (B) The positively charged XIP (autoinhibitory)

domain can anchor the negatively charged helix (PAL) at the palmitoylation site. Since the PAL domain links to TM6, the

XIP/PAL unit may affect the sliding of the TM1/TM6 bundle, thereby modulating the transport rates. The interactions of

inhibitory (e.g., Na ) and activating (e.g., PIP ) ligands with respective sites (located of the XIP/PAL unit) can shift a

steady-state equilibrium between the active and inactive states. Blue and red cylinders represent the XIP and PAL

domains, respectively. The interdomain movements of the CBD1 and CBD2 domains might involve translational (C) and

rotational (D) movements. Specific structural elements (e.g., the two-domain interface, XIP/PAL unit, and varying exon

compositions) may characteristically shape the outcomes of regulatory specificity in a given NCX variant by controlling a

relationship between the translational and rotational movements. The blue and red cycles represent the Ca  binding sites

of CBD1 and CBD2, respectively.

8. Mutually Exclusive and Cassette Exons Operate through Different
Regulatory Modules

Conceptually, the splicing segments of proteins contain intrinsically disordered regions, which avoids the formation of

stable tertiary structures . Instead, the splicing segments can embrace more stable conformational states upon

ligand binding, which allows dynamic functional transitions in a given protein . Consistent with this

general concept, the Ca  binding to CBDs results in a population shift of numerous pre-existing conformational states

through incremental (low energy) conformational transitions. The mutually exclusive exons, A and B, are located at the C-

terminus tip of CBD2 (on the loops that are directly involved in Ca  coordination) . Exons A and B play

opposite roles in NCX1 and NCX3 . In NCX1, exon B increases the Ca  affinity at the Ca3-Ca4

sites of CBD1 (while decelerating the off-rates of occluded Ca  dissociation from Ca3-Ca4), whereas exon B structurally
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prevents Ca  binding to CBD2 (Figure 1A–C). In NCX1, exon A forms two Ca  binding sites at CBD2, while decreasing

Ca  affinity at CBD1. The roles of exons A and B exon become inverted in NCX3 as compared with NCX1—namely, in

NCX3, exon A prevents Ca  binding to CBD2 while increasing the Ca  binding affinity at CBD1 (Figure 1B,C). In NCX3,

exon B generates three Ca  sites at CBD2 (due to K585 replacement by glutamate, which also decreases the Ca

affinity at CBD1 (106–110). Thus, the mutually exclusive exons (A and B) not only condition the Ca  binding

stoichiometry to CBD2 but also shape the Ca  affinity to CBD1 and CBD2 domains .

The cassette exons (C, D, E, and F) are located at the unfolded segment of the FG-loop while being in proximity with the

high-affinity sites (Ca3-Ca4) of CBD1 and the interdomain CBD1-CBD2 linker  (Figure 1A). As a

complementary unit for modulating the dynamic features of interdomain coupling, the cassette exons (C, D, E, and F) can

effectively rigidify the interdomain linker thereby stabilizing the CBD2 folding . Notably, the gradual

additions of the cassette exons (C, D, E, and F) to exon A incrementally enhances the affinity of the Ca  binding sites at

CBD1 as well as slows down the dissociation of occluded Ca  from the Ca3-Ca4 sites . Notably, the gradual

additions of the cassette exons compensate for the destabilizing effect caused by exon A on the high-affinity Ca  binding

sites of CBD1. Most probably, the exon-dependent rigidification of the CBD2 BC-loop and interdomain linker (upon Ca

binding to the Ca3-Ca4 sites of CBD1) reduces the translational movement of CBD12. In contrast, the exon-dependent

rigidification of the neighboring β-strands in CBD2 might restrict the rotational motion of CBD2. Besides the exons’

compositions, the intrinsic folding energy of CBD2 may affect the integration of transitional and rotational movements. For

example, the intrinsic structure of CBD2 might be more rigid in CALX than in NCXs, which may limit the rotational

movements of CBD2, thereby causing a negative or no response to Ca  in CALX1.1 or CALX1.2, respectively.
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